
A class GP Round 4 – Carr’s Park  

11
th

 August 2013 

 

 August the 11
th

 saw the running of the A class GP4 event at Carr’s Park on 

Kograh Bay Sydney. Carr’s Park is home to Carr’s Park Radio Sailing Club who 

club race A class each 2
nd

 Sun.  Up until recently they were based in the Sea 

Scouts hall out on the point.  

 Numbers were down a little for this regatta as the 10r’s ACT state title was 

double booked onto the same weekend; forcing several skippers to decide 

between the two events. Hopefully next year we can get ACT to check the NSW 

program so we can all get to both! Mixed entries from Carr’s Park, Wollongong 

and Koonawarra made up the fleet. 

 This was the first time Carr’s Park had elected to hold the event; after much 

pressuring from those of us who enjoy racing there. Congratulation’s guy’s for 

hosting the event and giving up your time, as the A class are looking for new 

venues to explore. 

  Difficult conditions presented themselves all day long. With the wind light and 

from out of the trees westerly, most skippers found it challenging and it was 

difficult for the PRO to set good courses. Glynn, Chris and the boys did their 

best to keep the course within eyesight. All races were windward returns with 

a gate at the bottom marks which helped separate the fleet. Apart from the 

wind Sydney turned on a beautiful sunny day with plenty of public moving past 

the control area. 

Mixed results before lunch showed no clear leader however Jon Lamey and 

Garry Bromley began to creep away from the field with Brian Dill and Gary 

Declauzel slipping back after being forced off the water with radio problems. 

Post lunch saw a welcome return to Daniel Wiezman’s fortunes as he began to 

post some better results after settling into the conditions. It was good to race 

with Daniel again and we hope we can see more of him latter in the year. Brian 



Dill also began a strong come back to challenge the leading three for a place 

after replacing his radio complete… 

Garry Bromley (22pts) managed to have some luck and held out Brian Dill 

(31pts) and John Lamey (31pts) to take out the day.  

Congratulations to new comer’s Alan Thompson and Barry Grant for some 

great results under trying conditions!  

Thanks to all at Carr’s Park for hosting this year’s GP4 and we look forward to 

returning 2014.   

Regards.  

Garry Bromley 

 




